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INTEGRABILITY OF A LINEAR CENTER
PERTURBED BY A FIFTH DEGREE
HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIAL*
Javier Chavarriga and Jaume Gine´
Abstract
In this work we study the integrability of two-dimensional au-
tonomous system in the plane with linear part of center type and
non-linear part given by homogeneous polynomials of ﬁfth degree.
We give a simple characterisation for the integrable cases in polar
coordinates. Finally we formulate a conjecture about the inde-
pendence of the two classes of parameters which appear on the
system; if this conjecture is true the integrable cases found will be
the only possible ones.
1. Introduction
We consider the system
(1.1)
x˙ = −y +Xs(x, y),
y˙ = x+ Ys(x, y),
where Xs(x, y) and Ys(x, y) are homogeneous polynomials of degree s,
with s ≥ 2.
The aim of this paper is to ﬁnd the integrable cases of system (1.1)
when s = 5 (see Theorem 1). The integrable cases for quadratic systems,
s = 2, and cubic homogeneous systems, s = 3, have been studied by sev-
eral authors Bautin [1], Chavarriga [2], Coppel [5], Lloyd [6], Lunkevich
and Sibirskii [7], Schlomiuk [9] and Z˙oladek [13]. Some integrable cases
of system (1.1) when s = 4 have been determinated by Chavarriga and
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Gine´ [4]. Poincare´ [8] developed an important technique for the general
solution of these problems. It consists on ﬁnding a formal power series
of the form




where H2(x, y) =
(x2+y2)
2 , and Hn(x, y) are homogeneous polynomials of





where V2k are real numbers called Lyapunov constants. The vanishing of
all Lyapunov constants is a necessary condition for the integrability of
the system (1.1); in this case the series H(x, y) would be a ﬁrst integral
of the system if it converges. This is an open question today. On the
other hand, in general it is not possible to express this ﬁrst integral (if
it exists) by means of elementary functions.
Lyapunov constants are polynomials in the variables given by the co-
eﬃcients of the polynomials Xs(x, y) and Ys(x, y). Thus the ideal gen-
erated by V2k has a ﬁnite number of generators by Hilbert’s Theorem.
We denote by M(s) the minimum number of generators of such an ideal.
It has been proved by Shi Songling [10] that under certain hypotheses
on the Lyapunov constants, the number of small amplitude limit cycles
around the origin is at least M(s). The vanishing of these generators is
a suﬃcient condition for the vanishing of all Lyapunov constants and for
the integrability of the system.
In Section 2 we give without proof some known results which are nec-
essary for the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.
This theorem characterizes the integrable cases by means of polar coor-
dinates for s = 5. Finally, we give an appendix on the computation of
Lyapunov constants for s = 5.
2. Some preliminary results
In the study of this problem we have used polar coordinates. In
Lemma 1 we give the expression of system (1.1) in polar coordinates.
In Proposition 1 we give the evaluation of series (1.2) in these coordi-
nates.
Lemma 1. In polar coordinates x = r cos(ϕ), y = r sin(ϕ) we can
write system (1.1) as
(2.1)
r˙ = Ps(ϕ)rs,
ϕ˙ = 1 +Qs(ϕ)rs−1,
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where Ps(ϕ) and Qs(ϕ), are trigonometric polynomials of the form
Ps(ϕ) = Rs+1 cos((s+ 1)ϕ+ ϕs+1) +Rs−1 cos((s− 1)ϕ+ ϕs−1)
+ · · · +
{
R1 cos(ϕ+ ϕ1) if s is even;
R0 if s is odd;
Qs(ϕ) = −Rs+1 sin((s+ 1)ϕ+ ϕs+1) + rs−1 sin((s− 1)ϕ+ ϕs−1)
+ · · · +
{
r1 sin(ϕ+ ϕ1) if s is even;
r0 if s is odd;
being Rj, rj, ϕj and ϕj arbitrary coeﬃcients.
Proposition 1. In polar coordinates series (1.2) for the system (1.1)
is H(r, ϕ) =
∞∑
m=0
Hm(ϕ)rm(s−1)+2 where H0(ϕ) = 12 and Hm(ϕ),
m = 0, 1, . . . , are homogeneous trigonometric polynomials of degree









0 if (m+ 1)(s− 1) + 2 is odd,
V(m+1)(s−1)+2 if (m+ 1)(s− 1) + 2 is even,
where V(m+1)(s−1)+2, m = 0, 1, . . . , are the Lyapunov constants.
Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 are proved in [2].
In particular for s = 5 system (2.1) takes the form
(2.3)
r˙ = P5(ϕ)r5,
ϕ˙ = 1 +Q5(ϕ)r4,
where
(2.4)
P5(ϕ) = R6 cos(6ϕ+ϕ6)+R4 cos(4ϕ+ϕ4)+R2 cos(2ϕ+ϕ2)+R0,
Q5(ϕ) = −R6 sin(6ϕ+ ϕ6)r4 sin(4ϕ+ ϕ4) + r2 sin(2ϕ+ ϕ2) + r0.
In this case the evaluation of H˙(r, ϕ) from system (2.3) yields
dHm+1
dϕ
+ (4m+ 2)HmP4(ϕ) +
dHm
dϕ
Q4(ϕ) = V m+1
=
{
0 if 4(m+ 1) + 2 is odd;
V4(m+1)+2 if 4(m+ 1) + 2 is even;
for m = 0, 1, . . . , with H0(ϕ) = 12 and Hm(ϕ) = H4m+2(ϕ).
In Proposition 2 we will give the general form of the symmetric inte-
grable systems. In Proposition 3 we will give a class of integrable systems
which have an integrant factor given by a quadratic polynomial in the
variable rs−1 whose coeﬃcients are functions in ϕ.
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Proposition 2. In the following two cases system (2.1) is integrable
(in the sense that all its Lyapunov constants vanish):
(i) (s+ 1)Ps(ϕ) +
dQs(ϕ)
dϕ = 0.
(ii) Ps(ϕ) and Qs(ϕ) are of the form
Ps(ϕ) = Rs+1 sin(s+ 1)ω +Rs−1 sin(s− 1)ω
+ · · · +
{
R1 sinω if s is even;
R2 sin 2ω if s is odd;
Qs(ϕ) = Rs+1 cos(s+ 1)ω + rs+1 cos(s− 1)ω
+ · · · +
{
r1 cosω if s is even;
r2 cos 2ω + r0 if s is odd;
where ω = ϕ + ϕ0 and ϕ0 and the coeﬃcients Rj and rj are
arbitrary.
Systems satisfying (i) have null divergence and those satisfying (ii)
have a certain resonance between the angular parameters ϕj , ϕj .
Proposition 3. For s ∈ N with s ≥ 2 and arbitrary k1, k2, ϕ0 ∈ R
system (2.1) with
(2.5)
Ps(ϕ) = 2(−k1 coss−2(ϕ+ ϕ0) sin3(ϕ+ ϕ0)
+ k2 sins−2(ϕ+ ϕ0) cos3(ϕ+ ϕ0)),
Qs(ϕ) = (k1 coss−1(ϕ+ ϕ0) − k2 sins−1(ϕ+ ϕ0)) cos 2(ϕ+ ϕ0),
is integrable.
In Cartesian coordinates x = r cos(ϕ + ϕ0) and y = r sin(ϕ + ϕ0) we
can write system (2.5) in the form
(2.6)
x˙ = −y − k1xs−1y + k2ys−2(2x2 − y2),
y˙ = x+ k1xs−2(x2 − 2y2) + k2xys−1,
with s ≥ 2. We note that the origin is a center for system (2.6).
Proposition 2 is proved in [2] and Proposition 3 is proved in [3].
In order to establish the cases of Theorem 1, we have used a certain
simpliﬁcation expressed in the form of a conjecture. This conjecture sim-
pliﬁes the great number of factors that appear in the diﬀerent Lyapunov
constants. This assumption, which we think to be always satisﬁed, is
stated as Conjecture 1.
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Conjecture 1. A necessary condition for all the Lyapunov constants
of system (2.3) are zero is that the angular parameters (ϕ6, ϕ4, ϕ4, ϕ2, ϕ2)
and the radial ones (R6, R4, r4, R2, r2, R0, r0) must be independent.
With reference to the number of small amplitude limit cycles around
the origin that appear in the system (2.3) we note that in the third
integrable case (Case 9) the number of relations of parameters is nine.
So if Conjecture 1 is true, we think that the number of small amplitude
limit cycles is at least nine.
The Lyapunov constants were obtained by using the computer algebra
system Mathematica.
3. The main result
Theorem 1. System (2.3) is integrable in the following cases:
(i) R0 = 0, ϕ2 = ϕ2, ϕ4 = ϕ4, 6R4 + 4r4 = 0 and 6R2 + 2r2 = 0.
(ii) R0 = 0, ϕ2 = ϕ2, ϕ4 = ϕ4, ϕ6 = 3ϕ2 and ϕ4 = 2ϕ2 +
π
2 .
(iii) R0 = 0, ϕ2 = ϕ2, ϕ4 = ϕ4, ϕ6 = ϕ4 + ϕ2 +
π
2 , r4 = R4 = R6,
r2 = R2 = r0, and |R2| = |R4|.
(iv) R0 = 0, ϕ2 = ϕ2, ϕ4 = ϕ4, R6 = 0 and

(iv.1) R4r2 − 2r4R2 = 0,
(iv.2) r0 = 0, r2 = R2 = 2|R4| and r4 = −2R4.
(iv.3) r0 = 0, r2 = R2, R4 = 0 and |R2| = |r4|.
This theorem is independent of Conjecture 1, but if Conjecture 1 is true
then system (2.3) will only be integrable in the cases given by Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: The ﬁrst not zero Lyapunov constant is V2 = −R0
therefore R0 = 0. The next not zero Lyapunov constant is
V10 = −12(R2r2 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ2) +R4r4 sin(ϕ4 − ϕ4)).
In particular the previous constant vanishes when ϕ2 = ϕ2 and
ϕ4 = ϕ4. On the other hand, if Conjecture 1 is true, we arrive at
the same condition as above. With this assumption the next not zero
Lyapunov constant is V14 given by
12V14 = 3((R2 − r2)(2R2r4 − r2R4)) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4) + ((6r2 + 2R2)r4
+ (5r2 − 9R2)R4)R6 cos(ϕ2 + ϕ4 − ϕ6).
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The simultaneous vanishing of three factors of V14 respect to the radi-
als parameters with arbitrary angular parameters leads to the following
cases:
1. 6R2 + 2r2 = 0 and 6R4 + 4r4 = 0;
2. R2 = r2 = 0;
3. R4 = r4 = 0;
4. R6 = 0, R4r2 − 2r4R2 = 0, R22 + r22 = 0, and R24 + r24 = 0;
5. R6 = 0 and r2 −R2 = 0;
If we impose that the values of the angular parameters are not arbi-
trary, the possible dependence relations between them are the following:
6. ϕ4 − 2ϕ2 = π2 and ϕ6 − 3ϕ2 = 0;
7. 2ϕ2 − ϕ4 = π2 ;
8. ϕ2 − 2ϕ4 + ϕ6 = 0;
9. ϕ2 + ϕ4 − ϕ6 = π2 ;
Case 1: In this case it is easy to see that 6P5 +Q′5 = 0, where
′ = ddϕ ,
and the divergence of the vector ﬁeld deﬁned by system (2.3) is zero.
So the system is integrable and all Lyapunov constants are zero (see
Proposition 2).
Case 2: If r2 = R2 = 0 then the ﬁrst not zero Lyapunov constant after
V14 is V22, that is
48V22 = ((3R4 + 2r4)(R4 − 4r4)(2R4 − 3r4))R26 cos(3ϕ4 − 2ϕ6).
The vanishing of the ﬁrst factor corresponds to Case 1. The situation
when R4 = 0 and r4 = 0 corresponds to a degenerate case of zero
divergence. The vanishing of the rest of the factors of V22 allows to
express r4 in function of R4. If we introduce these relations in the next
non-zero constant V26, see Appendix 1, we can see that this constant
only vanishes when r0 = 0. By substituting the expressions found in the
next non-zero Lyapunov constant V30, see Appendix 1, we can see that
this constant never vanishes in the case r4 = 2R43 and r0 = 0 and in the
case r4 = R44 and r0 = 0 is
6144V30 = 7R34R
2
6(2R6 −R4)(2R6 +R4) cos(3ϕ4 − 2ϕ6).
In all cases V50, see Appendix 2, never vanishes. Therefore there is no
possible integrable cases. The vanishing of R6 will be seen later. The
vanishing of cos(3ϕ4 − 2ϕ6) corresponds to Case 6.
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Case 3: If r4 = R4 = 0 then the ﬁrst non-zero Lyapunov constant
after V14 is V18, that is
24V18 = ((r2 + 3R2)(3r2 − 2R2)(2R2 − r2))R6 sin(3ϕ2 − ϕ6).
The vanishing of the ﬁrst factor corresponds to Case 1. The situation
when R2 = 0 and r2 = 0 corresponds to a degenerate case of zero
divergence. The vanishing of the rest of the factors of V18 allows to
express r2 in function of R2. If we introduce these relations in the next
non-zero constant V22, see Appendix 1, we can see that this constant
only vanishes when r0 = 0. By substituting the expressions found in the
next non-zero Lyapunov constant V26, see Appendix 1, we can see that
this constant never vanishes in the case r2 = 2R2 and r0 = 0 and in the
case r2 = 2R23 and r0 = 0 is
3888V26 = 11R32R6(80R
2
2 − 201R26) sin(3ϕ2 − ϕ6).
The vanishing of V26 allows to express R2 in function of R6. Finally
by substituting them in the next non-zero Lyapunov constant V34, see
Appendix 3, we can see that this constant does not vanish. Therefore
there is no possible integrable cases. The vanishing of R6 will be seen
later. The vanishing of sin(3ϕ2 − ϕ6) corresponds to Case 6.
We now consider the case R6 = 0, then
12V14 = 3((R2 − r2)(2R2r4 − r2R4)) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4).
If we impose that V14 = 0 we have three possibilities. The vanishing of
cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4) corresponds to Case 7. The others correspond to Cases 4
and 5 which we will be studied.
Case 4: In this case R6 = 0 and R4r2 − 2r4R2 = 0. If r2 = 0 and
r4 = 0, then P5(ϕ) = λQ′5(ϕ) where λ = R2/2r2 = R4/4r4. System (2.3)
takes the form
r˙ = λr5Q′5(ϕ),
ϕ˙ = 1 + r4Q5(ϕ).
The previous system is integrable and its ﬁrst integral is
H(r, ϕ) = (1 + (1 + 4λ)Q5(ϕ)r4)r−(4+
1
λ ).
If r2 = 0 or r4 = 0 implies ϕ˙ = 1 and system (2.3) is trivially integrable.
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Case 5: In this case R6 = 0 and r2 − R2 = 0. We can suppose
r2 = R2 = 0, because r2 = R2 = 0 corresponds to a particular case
of Case 6. Then if we introduce these relations in the next non-zero
constant V18, see Appendix 1, we can see that this constant only vanishes
when r0 = 0. By substituting the expressions found in the next non-zero
Lyapunov constant V22, see Appendix 1, we can see that this constant is
48V22 = R22(R4 − 2r4)(4R22 − 4r24 + r4R4 + 2R24) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4).
The vanishing of the ﬁrst factor R4 − 2r4 corresponds to a particular
case of R4r2−2r4R2 = 0 which has been studied in Case 4. The vanishing
of other factor of V22 allows to express R2 in function of R4 and r4. Then
15360V30 = (13r4 − 10R4)R4(R4 − 2r4)(r4 + 2R4)(4r4 + 3R4)
(−4r24 + r4R4 + 2R24) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4),
36864V34 = 7r4R4(2r4 −R4)(r4 + 2R4)
(−4r24 + r4R4 + 2R24)2 sin(4ϕ2 − 2v4).
The simultaneous vanishing of the two previous Lyapunov constants
give rise to three possible cases either r4+2R4 = 0R4 = 0 orR4−2r4 = 0.
The last one corresponds to a particular case of R4r2 − 2r4R2 = 0 which
has been studied in Case 4. In the ﬁrst case, that is r2 = R2, r4 = −2R4
and R2 = ±2R4, system (2.3) reduces to
r˙ = r5(R4 cos(4ϕ+ ϕ4) ± 2R4 cos(2ϕ+ ϕ2)),
ϕ˙ = 1 + r4(−2R4 sin(4ϕ+ ϕ4) ± 2R4 sin(2ϕ+ ϕ2)).
If we make the change R = r4 the system takes the form
R˙ = 4R2R4(cos(4ϕ+ ϕ4) ± 2 cos(2ϕ+ ϕ2)),
ϕ˙ = 1 + 2RR4(− sin(4ϕ+ ϕ4) ± sin(2ϕ+ ϕ2)),
which corresponds to an integrable case of a homogeneous cubic system
with linear part of center type, see for instance [2]. In the second case,
that is r2 = R2, R4 = 0 and R2 = ±r4, give rise to a new possible
integrable case. System (2.3) reduces to
(3.1)
r˙ = ±r5r4 cos(2ϕ+ ϕ2),
ϕ˙ = 1 + r4(r4 sin(4ϕ+ ϕ4) ± r4 sin(2ϕ+ ϕ2)).
We will establish that this case is a true integrable case later.
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Case 6: We call this case angles resonance. Then system (2.3) is
integrable (see Proposition 2).
Case 7: Let 2ϕ2 − ϕ4 = π2 . We also assume that 3ϕ2 − ϕ6 = 0 (the
opposite case has been studied in Case 6). Then a term that appears in
V22 and which must be zero independently on the rest is
1
48
((R4 − 4r4)(2R4 − 3r4)(3R4 + 2r4))R26 sin(6ϕ2 − 2ϕ6).
From the vanishing of the factors of the previous expression and their
substitution in the constants V14, V18, V26 and the remaining terms of
V22, see Appendix 1, we obtain cases already studied.
Case 8: Let ϕ2−2ϕ4 +ϕ6 = 0. We also assume 2ϕ2−ϕ4− π2 = 0 (the
opposite case has been studied in Case 6). Then a term that appears in
V18 and which must be zero independently on the rest is
1
24
((3r2 − 2R2)(2R2 − r2)(r2 + 3R2))R6 sin(4ϕ2 − 2ϕ4).
From the vanishing of the factors of the previous expression and their
substitution into the constants V14, V22, V26 and the remaining terms of
V18, see Appendix 1, we obtain cases already studied.
Case 9: Let ϕ2 + ϕ4 − ϕ6 = π2 . Then 4V14 = ((R2 − r2)(2R2r4 −
r2R4)) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4). From the vanishing of the previous constant (we
can assume that 2ϕ2 − ϕ4 − π2 = 0, the opposite case has been
studied in Case 6) we obtain two possible cases either R2 − r2 = 0
or 2R2r4 − r2R4 = 0. From the last one we obtain only cases already
studied. In the ﬁrst case, by substituting this value in V18, V22, V26 and
V30 and imposing that these Lyapunov constants to be zero, we obtain
a system of four equations since V30 has two terms with independent
trigonometric part, see Appendix 1. By solving this system we obtain
some cases already studied, and a new solution given by R2 = r2 = r0,
r4 = R4, R6 = R4, and R4 = ±R2. These relations give rise to a new










+ cos(4ϕ+ ϕ4) ± cos(2ϕ+ ϕ2)
)
,








+ sin(4ϕ+ ϕ4) ± sin(2ϕ+ ϕ2) ± 1
)
.
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In order to establish that this case is a true integrable case, we need
remember some deﬁnitions.
If we do the change R = rs−1, then system (2.1) becomes
(3.3)
R˙ = (s− 1)Ps(ϕ)R2,
ϕ˙ = 1 +Qs(ϕ)R.
In the study and determination of the ﬁrst integrals for quadratic
systems and homogeneous cubic systems (see [2]) and for homogeneous
systems with s > 3 (see [3] and [4]), we used a technique consisting
in the research of polynomial particular solutions of system (3.3) of the
form
(3.4) V (R,ϕ) = 1 + V1(ϕ)R+ V2(ϕ)R2 + · · · + Vp(ϕ)Rp = 0,
where Vk(ϕ), k = 1, 2, . . . , p, are homogeneous trigonometrical polyno-
mials of degree k(s− 1) in the variables cosϕ and sinϕ.
Proposition 1. Function (3.4) is a particular solution of system (3.3)
if the homogeneous trigonometric polynomials Vk(ϕ), k = 1, 2, . . . , p,
verify the following diﬀerential system
(3.5)
V ′k+1 + V
′
kQs + k(s− 1)VkPs = VkV ′1 , k = 1, 2, . . . , p− 1,
V ′pQs + p(s− 1)VpPs = VpV ′1 ,
where ′ = ddϕ .
A function W (x, y) will be called a null divergence factor for system
(1.1) if W (x, y) = 0 is a particular solution for this system and the








deﬁned at R2\{(x, y) : W (x, y) = 0} is zero.
We notice that if the divergence of a vector ﬁeld is zero then sys-
tem (1.1) deﬁned for this vector ﬁeld is integrable. In particular, if
system (1.1) has a null divergence factor then this system is integrable
and the origin is a center.
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Proposition 2. If
(3.6) W (R,ϕ) = (V (R,ϕ))α(U(R,ϕ))β
is a null divergence factor for system (3.3) where V (R,ϕ) and U(R,ϕ)
are particular solutions of system (3.3) of the form (3.4) and α and
β real numbers then the homogeneous trigonometric polynomials Vk(ϕ),
k = 1, 2, . . . , p and Uj(ϕ), j = 1, 2, . . . , q, verify the following diﬀerential
system
(3.7)
(s+ 1)Ps +Q′s − αV ′1 − βU ′1 = 0,
V ′k−1 + V
′
kQs + k(s− 1)VkPs = VkV ′1 , k = 1, 2, . . . , p− 1,
V ′pQs + p(s− 1)VpPs = VpV ′1 ,
U ′j+1 + U
′
jQs + j(s− 1)UjPs = UjU ′1, j = 1, 2, . . . , q − 1,
V ′qQs + q(s− 1)VqPs = VqV ′1 ,
where ′ = ddϕ .



















Now consider that the function W (R,ϕ) is of the form given in (3.6)
with R = rs−1. Then if we develop the expression (3.8) with respect to
the powers of R, we have diﬀerential system (3.7).
System (3.7) coincides with system (3.5) for each particular solution
except in the ﬁrst equation where the value of V1 and U1 are determined
in function of Ps(ϕ), Q′s(ϕ), β and α.
Using these methods we have found two particular solutions for sys-
tem (3.2) of the form
U(R,ϕ) = 1 + U1R,
V (R,ϕ) = 1 + V1R+ V2R2,
where









V1 = 2R6(±1 ± 2 sin(2ϕ+ ϕ2) + sin(4ϕ+ ϕ4)),
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From these particular solutions is easy to see that W (R,ϕ) =
U(R,ϕ)
1
4V (R,ϕ) is a null divergence factor for system (3.2) which com-
pletes the proof and the system (3.2) is a new integrable case.
Using also these methods we have found a particular solution for sys-
tem (3.1) of the form

















From this particular solutions is easy to see that W (R,ϕ) = V (R,ϕ)R
is a null divergence factor for system (3.1) which completes the proof and
system (3.1) is a new integrable case too.
Appendix 1
Lyapunov constants V14, V18, V22, V26 and V30 if ϕ2 = ϕ¯2 and ϕ4 = ϕ¯4:
12V14 = 3(r2 −R2)(−2R2r4 + r2R4) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4)
+(6r2r4 + 2R2r4 + 5r2R4 − 9R2R4)R6 cos(ϕ2 + ϕ4 − ϕ6)
24V18 = 6r0(−2r2 + 3R2)(−2R2r4 + r2R4) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4)
+6r0(−4r2r4 − 3r2R4 + 9R2R4)R6 cos(ϕ2 + ϕ4 − ϕ6)
+(3r2 − 2R2)(−r2 + 2R2)(r2 + 3R2)R6 sin(3ϕ2 − ϕ6)
+(−9r2r24 + 25R2r24 − 14r2r4R4 + 4R2r4R4 + 13r2R24 − 9R2R24)
R6 sin(ϕ2 − 2ϕ4 + ϕ6)
1440V22 = 3(−720r20r2R2r4 − 120r32R2r4 + 1440r20R22r4 − 160r22R22r4
+4400r2R32r4 − 4200R42r4 − 240r2R2r34 + 320R22r34 + 360r20r22R4
+60r42R4 − 720r20r2R2R4 + 80r32R2R4 − 2200r22R22R4 + 2100r2R32R4
+120r22r
2
4R4 − 110r2R2r24R4 − 70R22r24R4 − 25r22r4R24 + 985r2R2r4R24







6−534r2R2R4R26 + 81R22R4R26)cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4)
+30(3r4 − 2R4)(−4r4 +R4)(2r4 + 3R4)R26 cos(3ϕ4 − 2ϕ6)
+R6(2160r20r2r4 + 720r
3
2r4 − 720r20R2r4 + 30r22R2r4
−10920r2R22r4 − 4230R32r4 + 720r2r34 + 336R2r34
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+1440r20r2R4 + 435r
3
2R4 − 6480r20R2R4 − 1920r22R2R4
−8415r2R22R4 + 17820R32R4 + 282r2r24R4 − 1194R2r24R4
−3093r2r4R24 − 747R2r4R24 − 2259r2R34 + 4455R2R34
−444r2r4R26−292R2r4R26−406r2R4R26 + 342R2R4R26)cos(ϕ2 + ϕ4 − ϕ6)
+60r0(r2 + 3R2)(9r22 − 32r2R2 + 22R22)R6 sin(3ϕ2 − ϕ6)
30r0(54r2r24 − 182R2r24 + 76r2r4R4 − 8R2r4R4 − 107r2R24 + 99R2R24)
R6 sin(ϕ2 − 2ϕ4 + ϕ6)
2880V26 = 2r0(2880r20r2R2r4 + 1440r
3
2R2r4 − 7200r20R22r4 + 2040r22R22r4
−76920r2R32r4 + 91320R42r4 + 2880r2R2r34 − 4800R22r34
−1440r20r22R4 − 720r42R4 + 3600r20r2R2R4 − 1020r32R2R4
+38460r22R
2











−3865r22R4R26 + 7858r2R2R4R26 − 1701R22R4R26) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4)
+40r0(2r4 + 3R4)(81r24 − 95r4R4 + 20R24)R26 cos(3ϕ4 − 2ϕ6)
+6r0R6(−960r20r2r4 − 960r32r4 + 640r20R2r4 + 310r22R2r4
+21220r2R22r4 + 4710R
3
2r4 − 960r2r34 − 320R2r34
−560r20r2R4 − 485r32R4 + 3600r20R2R4 + 3190r22R2R4





4 − 10665R2R34 + 1264r2r4R26
+432R2r4R26 + 1056r2R4R
2
6 − 1872R2R4R26) cos(ϕ2 + ϕ4 − ϕ6)
+45(−r2 +R2)(−2R2r4 + r2R4)(4r22r4 + 3r2R2r4
+113R22r4 + 13r
2












−6141R22r4R4 + 1184r22R24 − 2226r2R2R24 + 378R22R24)
R26 sin(2ϕ2 + 2ϕ4 − 2ϕ6)
+R6(−2160r20r32 − 270r52 + 3120r20r22R2 − 300r42R2 + 20400r20r2R22
+10710r32R
2
2 − 25200r20R32 + 3180r22R32 − 60840r2R42 + 36720R52
−1080r32r24 + 264r22R2r24 − 28304r2R22r24 + 15392R32r24 − 957r32r4R4
+30683r22R2r4R4 − 28637r2R32r4R4 + 7623R32r4R4 + 4942r32R24
+18488r22R2R
2
4 − 72684r2R22R24 + 45630R32R24 − 450r32R26 − 40r22R2R26
+2810r2R22R
2
6 − 3360R32R26) sin(3ϕ2 − ϕ6)
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+R6(−6480r20r2r24 − 1620r32r24 + 25680r20R2r24 + 2220r22R2r24
+39920r2R22r
2
4 − 100040R32r24 − 1260r2r44 + 4332R2r44
−8160r20r2r4R4 − 2235r32r4R4 − 2400r20R2r4R4 + 20395r22R2r4R4
+22145r2R22r4R4 − 3105R32r4R4 − 1626r2r34R4 − 638R2r34R4
+16500r20r2R
2
4 − 1615r32R24 − 18900r20R2R24 + 23545r22R2R24
−97740r2R22R24 + 63990R32R24 + 8959r2r24R24 − 20035R2r24R24
+9140r2r4R34 − 1974R2r4R34 − 9363r2R44 + 6615R2R44
−1584r2r24R26 + 5248R2r24R26 − 3242r2r4R4R26 + 2074R2r4R4R26
+976r2R24R
2
6 − 1872R2R24R26) sin(ϕ2 − 2ϕ4 + ϕ6)
5806080V30 = 3(−4838400r40r2R2r4 − 4838400r20r32R2r4 − 302400r52R2r4
+14515200r40R
2



























−19540080r42R22R4 + 251838720r20r2R32R4 + 534240r32R32R4
+267518160r22R
4
2R4 − 254817360r2R52R4 + 4838400r20r22r24R4
+725760r42r
2
4R4 − 5443200r20r2R2r24R4 − 1628928r32R2r24R4







4R4 − 122976r2R2r44R4 − 909216R22r44R4
−2116800r20r22r4R24 + 1092672r42r4R24 + 79047360r20r2R2r4R24
+20456352r32R2r4R
2
4 − 116847360r20R22r4R24 − 43319808r22R22r4R24
−143887968r2R32r4R24 + 172428480R42r4R24 − 309456r22r34R24
+12458376r2R2r34R
2
4 − 14959224R22r34R24 − 37618560r20r22R34



















−29546874r2R2r4R44 + 29765610R22r4R44 + 14199381r22R54
−14882805r2R2R54 − 1088640r20r22r4R26 − 400176r42r4R26
−28831488r20r2R2r4R26 + 12538680r32R2r4R26 + 62810496r20R22r4R26
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−2099712r2R2r4R46 + 4159392R22r4R46 + 738672r22R4R46
−1967808r2R2R4R46 + 41157328R22R4R46) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4)






+207714r2R32R4 − 133830R42R4)R26 cos(4ϕ2 + ϕ4 − 2ϕ6)
+6R26(−6048000r20r34 − 952560r22r34 − 1878336r2R2r34 + 39078192R22r34
−774144r54 − 403200r20r24R4 − 12340812r22r24R4 + 22732296r2R2r24R4
+3831876R22r
2
4R4 − 102144r44R4 + 10886400r20r4R24 − 10437666r22r4R24
+35813316r2R2r4R24 − 69863778R22r4R24 + 5167008r34R24 − 3175200r20R34
+2863653r22R
3
4 − 18366426r2R2R34 + 28959525R22R34 + 1682688r24R34
−4843944r4R44 + 1025136R54 − 203136r34R26 − 209024r24R4R26
+134816r4R24R
2
6 − 13056R34R26) cos(3ϕ4 − 2ϕ6)
+1008(−270r52r4 + 1557r42R2r4 − 51674r32R22r4 + 100173r22R32r4
−85786r2R42r4 + 44880R52r4−1350r52R4 + 41713r42R2R4 − 67686r32R22R4








−19958400r20r22R2r4 + 3994704r42R2r4 − 879621120r20r2R22r4































−1088640r20r2r24R4 + 9820440r32r24R4 − 75261312r20R2r24R4
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−20488608r22R2r24R4 + 6927480r2R22r24R4 + 273134736R32r24R4
−654048r2r44R4 − 5719968R2r44R4 − 239246784r20r2r4R24
−115636752r32r4R24 + 21373632r20R2r4R24 + 122921820r22R2r4R24
+748026216r2R22r4R
2
4 − 85991220R32r4R24 − 37911096r2r34R24














−62625024r20r2r4R26 − 22453416r32r4R26 − 7241472r20R2r4R26
+67243224r22R2r4R
2
6 − 33006264r2R22r4R26 − 5372280R32r4R26
−41942016r2r34R26 − 15793152R2r34R26 − 48779136r20r2R4R26
−19430844r32R4R26 + 124612992r20R2R4R26 + 93240516r22R2R4R26
−153716436r2R22R4R26 + 132669900R32R4R26 − 25863360r2r24R4R26
+61119168R2r24R4R
2
6 − 5121408r2r4R24R26 − 15689088R2r4R24R26




+126(−7920r32r34 + 17568r22R2r34 − 382384r2R22r34 + 660736R32r34
−17244r32r24R4 + 1053168r22R2r24R4 − 3814476r2R22r24R4
+2910712R32r
2
4R4 − 242128r32r4R24 + 1520250r22R2r4R24
−831804r2R22r4R24 − 568878R32r4R24 − 4753r32R34 − 961706r22R2R34
+1652739r2R22R
3
4 − 609480R32R34)R6 cos(3ϕ2 − 3ϕ4 + ϕ6)
+30240r0(2R2r4 − r2R4)(−60r32r4 + 27r22R2r4−2279r2R22r4 + 2764R32r4
−225r32R4 + 6443r22R2R4 − 14199r2R22R4 + 8473R32R4) sin(4ϕ2 − 2ϕ4)
+672r0(−13050r22r24 − 411228r2R2r24 − 99034R22r24 − 150156r22r4R4
−224420r2R2r4R4 + 743904R22r4R4 − 116899r22R24 + 316008r2R2R24





2 − 25200r20r22R2 + 2430r42R2
−111600r20r2R22 − 216900r32R22 + 183600r20R32 + 38970r22R32
+1429290r2R42 − 1131840R52 + 16200r32r24 − 14112r22R2r24
+599490r2R22r
2
4 − 426306R32r24 + 15561r32r4R4 − 627543r22R2r4R4
+703578r2R22r4R4 − 188784R32r4R4 − 104166r32R24 − 292170r22R2R24
+1689597r2R22R
2
4 − 1389825R32R24 + 4452r32R26 − 1142r22R2R26
−26036r2R22R26 + 52374R32R26) sin(3ϕ2 − ϕ6)







4 − 2066400r20R2r24 − 541800r22R2r24






−5847282r22R2r4R4 − 2959656r2R22r4R4 − 3627540R32r4R4
+292572r2r34R4 + 342804R2r
3
4R4 − 1423800r20r2R24 + 518238r32R24
+1927800r20R2R
2
4 − 7031766r22R2R24 + 34151670r2R22R24
−27380430R32R24 − 2501142r2r24R24 + 6423102R2r24R24 − 2429406r2r4R34
+163338R2r4R34 + 3281271r2R
4
4 − 2841615R2R44 + 250704r2r24R26
−977840R2r24R26 + 607660r2r4R4R26 − 538316R2r4R4R26
−6164r2R24R26 + 331956R2R24R26) sin(ϕ2 − 2ϕ4 + ϕ6)
Appendix 2
Lyapunov constants V34, V38, V42, V46 and V50 if ϕ2 = ϕ2, ϕ4 = ϕ4
and R2 = r2 = 0:







−87248r34R4 + 66150r20R24 − 315000r24R24 + 390845r4R34
−81165R44 − 8732r24R26 + 22992r4R4R26 − 5120R24R26) cos(3ϕ4 − 2ϕ6)
69672960V38 = (2r4 + 3R4)R26(−914457600r40r24 − 696511872r20r44
−35334144r64 + 1795046400r40r4R4+1342510848r20r34R4 + 67226976r54R4
−575769600r40R24 + 5169679200r20r24R24 + 483433704r44R24
−7536052944r20r4R34 − 625115880r34R34 + 1755710208r20R44










−1053694176r34R4R26 + 210401152r20R24R26 + 780043248r24R24R26
−138347904r4R34R26 − 421632R44R26 − 69988224r24R46










+2282994720r64 − 26519270400r40r4R4 − 33242711040r20r34R4
−5014698336r54R4 + 9601804800r40R24 − 136170493200r20r24R24
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−38191940640r44R24 + 228712173480r20r4R34 + 5729532100r34R34
−59607394560r20R44 + 149395182813r24R44 − 182983090257r4R54












75(−4r4 +R4)(−3r4 + 2R4)(2r4 + 3R4)(1327296r34
+19843796r24R4 − 20383496r4R24 − 1728291R34)R46 sin(6ϕ4 − 4ϕ6)
91968307200V46 = (2r4 + 3R4)R26(−3379835289600r60r24
















































































6) cos(3ϕ4 − 2ϕ6)
+2640r0(2r4 + 3R4)(−455829696r54 − 6767061984r44R4
+16432034974r34R
2
4 − 10466970455r24R34 + 1510245169r4R44
+59824842R54)R
4
6 sin(6ϕ4 − 4ϕ6)
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−91794931651968r24R34R26 + 18415533943584r4R44R26
−91829177856R54R26) sin(6ϕ4 − 4ϕ6)
Appendix 3
Lyapunov constant V34 if ϕ2 = ϕ2, ϕ4 = ϕ4 and R4 = r4 = 0:
967680V34 = 252(−r2 − 3R2)(r2 − 2R2)(3r2 − 2R2)






2R2 − 14112000r40R22 + 82474560r20r22R22
+7798644r42R
2
2 − 310433760r20r2R32 − 16590168r32R32 + 233089920r20R42












6 − 48002400r2R32R26 + 27025164R42R26 − 191688r22R46
+579488r2R2R46 − 260344R22R46) sin(3ϕ2 − ϕ6)
Lyapunov constant V34 if ϕ2 = ϕ2, ϕ4 = ϕ4 and R6 = 0:
92160V34 = r0(−2R2r4 + r2R4)(−138240r40r2 − 230400r20r32 − 43200r52
+483840r40R2 − 364800r20r22R2 − 250800r42R2 + 22191360r20r2R22
+7353600r32R
2
2 − 36691200r20R32 − 636480r22R32 − 133370400r2R42
+148886640R52 − 460800r20r2r24 − 207360r32r24 + 1075200r20R2r24
−160512r22R2r24 + 13521024r2R22r24 − 17604736R32r24 − 138240r2r44
+247296R2r44 + 254400r
2
0r2r4R4 − 345024r32r4R4 − 517440r20R2r4R4
+2179104r22R2r4R4 − 10570304r2R22r4R4 + 10004448R32r4R4
+112512r2r34R4 − 186224R2r34R4 + 4680960r20r2R24 + 4927872r32R24







4 − 3254100R2r24R24 − 376980r2r4R34
+615464R2r4R34 − 7028122r2R44 + 8631495R2R44) cos(2ϕ2 − ϕ4)
+(−2R2r4 + r2R4)(−86400r20r32r4 − 8640r52r4 + 56160r20r22R2r4
−29952r42R2r4 − 4335360r20r2R22r4 + 269824r32R22r4 + 6060000r20R32r4
−762048r22R32r4 + 12286016r2R42r4 − 11845920R52r4 − 17280r32r34
+8520r22R2r
3
4 − 666400r2R22r34 + 765880R32r34 − 367200r20r32R4
−34320r52R4 + 12192000r20r22R2R4 + 1106416r42R2R4
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−31220640r20r2R22R4 − 583872r32R22R4 + 22245600r20R32R4
−31882336r22R32R4 + 66701472r2R42R4 − 35519040R52R4 − 76800r32r24R4
+1908170r22R2r
2
4R4 − 3778720r2R22r24R4 + 2136070R32r24R4
+415040r32r4R
2
4 − 1877435r22R2r4R24 + 4832470r2R22r4R24
−3468915R32r4R24 − 20185r32R34 − 5499785r22R2R34
+13014180r2R22R
3
4 − 7600050R32R34) sin(4ϕ2 − 2ϕ4)
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